
System Application Engineer

renewable energy & ESS (m/f/div)*

Referenznummer HRC0136610
Stand: 25.01.2023

Ausschreibendes Unternehmen:
Infineon Technologies AG Warstein 
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Standort:
Standort Warstein
Max-Planck-Strasse 5

Art der Stelle:
1 Stellenangebot  

Beschäftigungsbeginn:
ab sofort

Anstellung:
Vollzeit

Berufsfeld:
Ingenieurwesen /
Entwicklung /
Konstruktion

Ansprechpartnerin: 
Frau Vanessa Mischke 
Talent Attraction
Manager 

Part
of
your
life.
Part
of

tomorrow.
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In neon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for e icient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.

- Industrial Power Control (IPC) empowers a world of unlimited green energy -
Power semiconductors play a crucial role in increasing e iciency and reducing energy losses
along the whole energy conversion chain. 
As the global leader in power semiconductors, In neon IPC delivers pioneering products,
solutions and services for smart and e icient energy generation, transmission, storage, and
use. We strive to make this planet a greener place where su icient energy is accessible to
everyone - wherever and whenever it is needed.
Click here for more information about working at IPC with interesting employee and
management insights and an overview with more #IPCDreamJobs.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other national
legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At In neon we are proud
to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

System Application Engineer for renewable energy and energy storage systems
(f/m/div)*

You love technology, a dynamic environment and want to be part of state-of-the-art
developments? This is your chance: As a System Application Engineer (f/m/div)* you will
analyze and evaluate system level solutions for renewable energy and energy storage
systems. You will engage in technical marketing with various internal departments and
actively pursue new ideas and innovations in the eld of renewable energy and energy
storage systems. Sounds like the right challenge? Take the chance and apply now. GROWTH
IS VERY IMPORTANT TO US! With us, not only you will grow personally, but also your salary.

System Application Engineer renewable energy & ESS (m/f/div)*
Infineon Technologies AG Warstein, 59581 Warstein
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Your new job will include supporting the technical marketing for the application of
renewable energy and energy storage systems, e.g. customer speci c measurements,
support in development projects and reference design developments, in detail:

Support in the creation of reference designs and product combinations with regard to
go-to-market activities to achieve design wins at application level with customers,
including a structured creation, harmonization and maintenance of technical customer
documentation.
Contribute to the creation of prototypes, models, and system evaluation tools, as well
as performing technical system analysis and functionality evaluation
Performing application-relevant system simulations and measurements on
prototypes in systems
Obtaining customer feedback on system performance and limitations, including
developing suggestions for improvement and presenting structured suggestions to the
organization

In addition to your excellent proven technical skills and experience, we are looking for a
team player with excellent communication skills. You are interested in new requirements in
the eld of power semiconductors for industrial applications and enjoy passing on your
knowledge and experience to customers and colleagues. You are able to explain complex
topics clearly and convincingly, and you are con dent when giving presentations. Lastly, you
enjoy and value to work in an international team.

You successfully meet the requirements if you bring the following with you:
A successfully completed (technical) university degree in electrical engineering or
mechatronics or control engineering, ideally with a focus on  power electronics or
drive technology
Ideally first professional experience in the field of renewable energy and energy
storage systems
First experience in communication with customers

System Application Engineer renewable energy & ESS (m/f/div)*
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Willingness to travel occasionally (also worldwide)
Very good knowledge of German and English

Bitte im Betre  der Bewerbung folgende Referenznummer angeben: HRC0136610

Dieses Angebot auf Karriere Südwestfalen aufrufen:
https://www.karriere-suedwestfalen.de/stellenangebot/580436
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